Objective of the Course

This course will use a seminar-style approach to explore the linkages between human rights and development from a historical, theoretical, and practical perspective. Its departure point is the emergence, both in academia and policy, of a “human rights and development” trend over the past two decades. This trend is a result of the combined failure of development economics and the human rights movement to effectively address the challenge of global poverty and inequality – a challenge both renewed and transformed by the ongoing global pandemic and ecological crises.

The class will seek to address a number of related questions through a multidisciplinary lens, including: Is development too often conducive to human rights violations, or is it a means to realize human rights? Does a focus on realizing human rights hinder development, or does it help generate more - and “better” - development? Is development a human right? The course will draw on foundational readings from law, development economics, political science, moral philosophy and social anthropology to introduce historically and normatively situated approaches to these questions, and to focus on a selection of contemporary dilemmas.

Summary

The course will begin with several introductory sessions that establish a common vocabulary of basic concepts, which we will use throughout the course, and that explore three key tensions at the intersection of human rights and sustainable development.

We will then study the relationship between global governance and development, examining challenges associated with the human rights obligations of international financial institutions and their member states; the unfulfilled promises of foreign direct investment and the transformative claims of the Sustainable Development Goals.

The course will end up examining other specific challenges related to indigenous rights, exploring a case study of socio-economic rights engagement and analyzing the future challenges and current obstacles that human rights and global development face.

The course is designed for students interested in social and economic development, global poverty, inequality, globalization and human rights issues. Prior or concurrent courses in human rights and/or international law and/or academic or professional background in international/development studies are a plus, but not a requirement.
Organization of the Course

Part I — Human Rights and Development: Conceptual Issues (Jeremy Perelman)

• Introduction: What Is “Good” Development?
• Key concepts: Human Rights and Development in questions
• Recurring tensions (Development, poverty and inequality)
• Recurring tensions (Is poverty a Human Rights violation?)
• Development versus Human Rights? Modernization, order and the developmental state
• From Structural Adjustment to Human development and Rights-based Approaches

Part II — Human Rights and Development: Practical Implications (Jeremy Perelman)

• Social movement, human rights advocacy and the power to change: realizing the right to health in a high poverty context, a case study
• Privatization in education in developing countries: What impact on human rights? (TBC)

Part III — Global Governance, Human Rights and Development (Margot Salomon)

• The World Bank, IMF and Human Rights
• Foreign Investment and Human Rights
• Rethinking Transformation and the Sustainable Development Goals

Part IV — Other tensions, cases and future challenges (Joaquín Vélez Navarro)

• Indigenous Human Rights and Development
• Engagement with socio-economic rights: the case of Colombia
• Current obstacles and future challenges: drug control policies
• Conclusions

Requirements for course validation

This seminar-style course aims to engage all of us in a sustained and dynamic discussion throughout the month of July. Class attendance is mandatory. Active and informed participation in class discussion and exercises will account for 20% of the overall grade.

The course will otherwise be validated on the basis of a 24-hour, open-book, take-home final exam, accounting for 80% of the overall grade.
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